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NEW ORLEANS.
He who visits New Orleans at the end of October, when the members of the Amer-

ican Public Health Association are scheduled to gather in that interesting Southern
capital, will have a feast for the eye as well as a delight for the mind. Here the
eighteenth century shakes hands with the twentieth, and, as in some of the charming
old capitals of Europe, there is but the need of a score of steps to turn back the pages
of time a couple of hundred years. Resistant to the inroads of progress, the older
structures have remained, the Cabildo, for example, in which sat the Spanish coun-
cillors who made the laws for the province of Louisiana. Here was consummated
the purchase of the Louisiana territory, now divided into more than a dozen states
of the Union, and in the main "sala" the representatives met whose principals were
Napoleon Bonaparte and Thomas Jefferson. It is a fitting use for such a his-
toric edifice that the Louisiana State Historical Society holds its sessions in the great
hall. Beside the Cabildo stands the Cathedral, which at the moment is nearing its
centennial.

In the old quarter, the French section, the relics of days of long ago persist. Here
are the close-shuttered, balconied houses, which have a history of slavery; there is
the quiet paved street with its ancient houses, in touch with the present day by the
sign, "One-way Street," while on every hand there is the romance of a tropical, out-
of-doors, flower-embowered city. Quaint archways lead from the streets, through
which one catches glimpses of domestic life, the well'nourished Southern "Mammy"
in the shade of the soft-hued wistaria or the more florid courtyard with its reminders
of former beauty. Here a fountain plashes in the filtered sunlight, there a bed of
posies gleams in the brilliance of noon, above a balcony tells perhaps the story of
some local Juliet, while luxuriant shrubbery, roof of tiles, shuttered windows and the
presence of flowers, breathe picturesqueness and antiquity,-the peculiar charms of
this ancient quarter of this old city.
New Orleans has especial interest for the health official and student of health

administration, for here the importance of the control of infectious diseases became
a subject of public interest at an early date. Clippings from newspapers of nearly
seventy years ago show that disease conditions were a matter of almost continual
popular discussion. Some of these notices are of interest in these days with com-
pletely changed notions -of therapy and advanced medical ideas. In an editorial of
August, 1853, the New Orleans Picayune discusses the African origin of yellow fever.
The idea that the slaves brought the fever with them when imported, is discussed.
"It is a common error," the editorial runs on, "to confound the African fever with
yellow fever; they are as distinct and different as the country fever of Charleston,
the congestive fever of Mississippi, and the Chagres fever of Central America are
from veritable yellow fever, such as now prevails in New Orleans." That the con-
dition was one wherein a discussion of the kind was to the purpose is evidenced by
the three months' report of interments in the cemeteries, 5,032 deaths from yellow
fever out of a total of 7,247.
The editorial in question takes notice that the slaves when shipped are of course

fine specimens and in good health, otherwise it would be a waste of money to trans-
port them, and presumably acclimated and inured to African diseases, while their
quick deaths after arriving in this country suggests a local cause. Forty days being
the shortest passage from Africa to New Orleans, and with a fever so contagious as is
yellow fever, it is argued that "every soul on board would be stricken if it were on
shipboard at the start."
"But it is a notorious fact," concludes the editor, "that the fever breaks out only

on the approach of the slaver to our shores. Hence it would appear that our own
atmosphere contains the elements necessary to vigor and life of the contagion, even
admitting the hypothesis that such contagion may be brought by ships."
These were dark days in the Southern cities with the dreadful fever in New Orleans.

A sympathetic editorial notes the progress of the plague. "Still onward stalks the
direful pestilence in New Orleans," it begins. "Every day seems to give it new
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strength and vigor. Increased victims seem to sharpen rather than glut its appetite.
It leaps over all barriers and spurns all opposition. It levels alike the lofty and the
lowly, the rich and the poor, the votaries of vice and the followers of virtue, the igno-
rant and the imprudent, the gifted and the strong-all alike are swept away and
gathered into the common harvest of death." For the week ending August 14,
1853, the number of victims was 1,369, the current week promised to be equally
large in its figures and the total of the month was thought to be such that it would
nake it forever notable in the annals of the city. Comparative figures with the
great plague of London showed that out of 500,000 the plague slew 60,000 in a year,
while the New Orleans fever was taking 4,000 a month out of a total population of
not over 80,000 and "a population liable to the disease of not over 30,00."
By the first of September there were symptoms of abatement, August 31 having

110 deaths, as against a daily rate of 200 to 250 deaths earlier in the year. In
the editorial statement that sets forth this fact there is the caution, "We again advise
our friends to be watchful and prudent-the wind, in its present quarter, northeast,
is a great encourager of yellow fever; keep out of its influence as much as possible,
and sleep with your windows down."

It should be remembered, however, in reading this advice, that it was before the
days of screened houses, and open windows really meant a means of access for the
germ-bearing mosquitoes.
By September 22 the number of victims to yellow fever was less than the figure for

other causes. The hope at that time was for "an early and heavy frost, which shall
extirpate all vestiges of the late pestilence and render the air wholesome, bracing
and healthy."
One must not forget that in 1853 the well-rounded health city departments that

are to be found on every hand today, had not had their beginnings. It was a time
when Boston had a normal smallpox rate of fifty to sixty cases a year with occasional
years of a couple of hundred. The great outbreak with its thousand deaths from
this disease which was the virtual starting point of the Boston Health Department
was in the early seventies, or twenty years later than the time referred to in New
Orleans. But in the fifties the Southern city had already in operation its municipal
board of health. There have been some interruptions to its continuous functioning,
but it did exist, and its importance was strengthened by the yellow fever outbreaks
in the education that these even then gave to the people.
One evidence of the simplicity of public health arrangements in the early fifties is

to be judged from the fact that the daily announcements of mortality during the out-
break in New Orleans were in terms of interments in the different city cemeteries.
The weekly reports likewise were compiled from the same sources, it being apparently
the case that certificates were there secured which are usually now given out from
some central registry office.
The stickler for classification of causes of mortality will be interested in that of these

older days. The larger groups were styled, epidemic, endemic, monoxysmal, uncer-
tain seat, nervous system, respiratory, circulating, digestive and locomotive systems
as separate sections; and besides old age, still-born, casualties, exopathic and esopathic.
Tetanus and lockjaw appear in the list together as separate maladies. The exopathic
victims are put with directness, one of the lists reading: "stabbed, one; suffocated,
one," while the esopathic victims, two, are credited to delirium tremens. There are
concessions to the large French population in such causes as Souff. du Cerveau, mal au
machoir, and affection pulmonique, while the whole listing is a study in the evolution
in vital reports.

In the midst of the dreadful week of August 21, 1853, "Citizen" writes to his news-
paper in New Orleans suggesting a campaign of cleanliness and notification, com-
bining with this what was inseparable in the earlier days,-charity. "Allow me to
make a few suggestions," the letter begins, "which if carried out would be of great
assistance to the Board of Health and the Howard Association, and enable the needy
in all parts of the city to receive prompt aid, save many lives and aid vastly in ridding
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the city of ostensible causes of disease." He goes on to outline a plan of volunteer
inspectors, one at least to each side of every block of every street, who shall report
the needy, the sick, take subscriptions, see that no nuisance is permitted to remain
and "see that tar is burned every night and chloride of lime is distributed in all con-
fined places, outhouses, etc." The further suggestion is made that it is of little use
for ten or a dozen to clean their premises if the neighborhood remains dirty. "To
have a clean city the whole population must act," is the concluding phrase of this
New Orleans man in advance of his times, who put his finger sixty years ago on 'the
nub of the whole question, and outlined matters like notification and the associated
charities that are a vital part of the programme today. He was a pioneer of whom
New Orleans may well be proud.
The visitor to New Orleans with his fellow members of the A. P. H. A. will find

that the city and the state have lost not one whit of their old-time interest in public
health. There are some handicaps, for where there is a negro population or a large
foreign one, there is a distinct health risk. But New Orleans has taken up the major
problems of health betterment with spirit and good sense. The enormous work in
the fight against the plague has remodelled certain sections of the city where splendid
rat-proof mercantile structures now prevail. It has gone steadily at the problem of
malaria conquest and with success. It has vigorously attacked its mortality rate
with the result that the past seventy years has seen a decline from 50 to 60 per thou-
sand of population, till in the decade ending in 1909 the figure was 21, and in the inter-
vening years it has been still lower, mounting again, in common with all the cities of
the country, on account of last season's influenza.
The record of New Orleans in the improvement of its own health is notable. The

record for hospitality has suffered no decline. The citizens know well how to enter-
tain their friends, and preparations are on foot to make the visitors of the A. P. H. A.
acquainted with the beautiful city in such fashion that they will not cease to talk of
it in after years.
New Orleans in its picturesqueness, its health story and its welcome to visitors

calls for a record meeting, one worthy numerically of representing the great national
health association that is to assemble there.
The city is indeed well described in its aspects of gaiety and seriousness in the apt

stanzas of Berton Braley in a recent Saturday Evening Post, which run thus:

NEw ORLEANS.
Dark, languorous, with heavy-lidded eyes
That glow and smolder with a constant fire,
She stirs men's hearts with glorious desire

By glances turned upon them waywardwise;
She is incarnate carnival; she plies
Her cavaliers with wine of mystery;

Under her mask they know not what there lies,
But linger, rapt, enchanted, till they see.

No disillusion greets them when she lifts
That dainty mask, for she is fair and kind.

But take her not for one who idly drifts
Through lazy days with purpose undesigned,

For though her eyes are warm, and warm her lips,
Her brain is building towers, ports and ships!

Why not set down that idea that is in your head about the device for the
A. P. H. A. insignia? Send it today. You may get a prize. See June Journal,
page 527, for particulars.


